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Abstract 

Objective: Individuals with intellectual disability (ID) experience protracted cognitive development compared 

to typical youth. Sensitive measurement of cognitive change in this population is a critical need for clinical 

trials and other intervention studies, but well-validated outcome measures are scarce. This study’s aim was to 

evaluate the sensitivity of the NIH-Toolbox Cognitive Battery (NIHTB-CB) to detect developmental changes in 

groups with ID – fragile X syndrome (FXS), Down syndrome (DS), and other intellectual disability (OID) — 

and to provide further support for its use as an outcome measure for treatment trials. 

Methods: We administered the NIHTB-CB and a reference-standard cross-validation measure (Stanford-Binet 

Intelligence Scales, Fifth Edition, SB5) to 256 individuals with FXS, DS, and OID (ages 6-27 years). After two 

years of development, we retested 197 individuals. Group developmental changes in each cognitive domain of 

the NIHTB-CB and SB5 were assessed using latent change score models, and two-year growth was evaluated at 

three age points (10, 16, and 22 years). 

Results: Overall, effect sizes of growth measured by the NIHTB-CB tests were comparable to or exceeded 

those of the SB5. The NIHTB-CB showed significant gains in almost all domains in OID at younger ages (10 

years), with continued gains at 16 years and stability in early adulthood (22 years). The FXS group showed 

delayed gains in attention and inhibitory control compared to OID. The DS group had delayed gains in receptive 

vocabulary compared to OID. Unlike the other groups, DS had significant growth in early adulthood in two 

domains (working memory and attention/inhibitory control). Importantly, each group’s pattern of NIHTB-CB 

growth across development corresponded to their respective pattern of SB5 growth. 
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Conclusion: The NIHTB-CB is sensitive to developmental changes in individuals with ID. Comparison with 

levels and timing of growth on the cross-validation measure shows that the NIHTB-CB has potential to identify 

meaningful trajectories across cognitive domains and ID etiologies. Sensitivity to change within the context of 

treatment studies and delineation of clinically meaningful changes in NIHTB-CB scores, linked to daily 

functioning, must be established in future research to evaluate the battery more completely as a key outcome 

measure.  
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Introduction 

Intellectual disability (ID) affects approximately 1.8-3.2% of the global population.1,2 A diagnosis of ID 

affects daily life, academic achievement, and independence, and it involves substantial economic burden for the 

family and society.2-4 Intellectual disability is a lifelong disorder, characterized by cognitive impairment (IQ of 

approximately 2 or more SDs below average) plus adaptive behavior deficits. Fragile X syndrome (FXS) and 

Down syndrome (DS) have been at the forefront of translational research for targeted treatments of ID-

associated disorders.5-7 Numerous classes of medications have been investigated in human trials, such as 

mGluR5 antagonists, GABA agonists, ERK inhibitors, matrix metalloprotein-9 activators, and a 

phosphodiesterase-4D allosteric inhibitor for FXS (for review, see Berry-Kravis et al.8); and a GABAA inverse 

agonist, memantine, rivastigmine, and the green tea extract containing epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG) for 

DS.9-12 Many clinical trials in FXS and DS have fallen short of expectations, possibly due to challenges in 

translation from animal models to humans, proof of target engagement at efficacious and safe dosages in the 

human brain, or inadequately sensitive and valid outcome measures.6,13,14  

Measuring cognition in ID-associated disorders is of particular importance. Clinical trials for FXS and 

DS are dependent on accurate cognition assessment for screening, patient sample characterization, and detecting 

treatment-based changes. Full scale IQ tests, such as the Stanford Binet-5 (SB5), are sometimes used. While IQ 

tests are rigorous, there are some disadvantages in the clinical trial setting. Assessments of trial outcomes are 

repeated in relatively close intervals, and IQ tests are not designed for this purpose. They are also extensive, 

often requiring 2+ hours to complete; this is a disadvantage for individuals with ID, who commonly have 

behavioral difficulties, anxiety, or fatigue that limits the amount of accurate testing that is possible in a visit. 

The NIH Toolbox Cognition Battery (NIHTB-CB) is an iPad-based assessment that has potential within these 

groups and in the clinical trial setting. Consisting of brief memory, executive function, processing speed, and 

language tests, the NIHTB-CB was developed under contract issued by the NIH Blueprint for Neuroscience 
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Research (www.nihtoolbox.org). Through extensive literature reviews and piloting, domains and tasks were 

selected that are relevant to health, are developmentally sensitive from preschool through late adulthood, and 

have established links to specific brain functions.15 Compared to IQ tests, the NIHTB-CB is shorter 

(approximately 30 to 60 minutes), with a heavier emphasis on fluid and potentially more changeable aspects of 

executive function, and the iPad format is appealing and accessible for children and adults with ID.16  

 Because of greater attention to trial design stemming from the lessons learned in treatment studies, there 

have been exciting successes. For example, by combining cognitive training with EGCG vs. placebo in a 12-

month double-blind, placebo-controlled trial in adults with DS, de la Torre and colleagues9 demonstrated 

improvement on selected measures of memory, inhibitory control, and caregiver-reported functional academics 

in those treated with EGCG. In FXS, our extensive psychometric studies of the NIHTB-CB17,18 supported its 

use as a key efficacy outcome in a 24-week phase 2 randomized, placebo-controlled, crossover trial of a 

phosphodiesterase-4D allosteric inhibitor (BPN14770) in 30 adult males with FXS.19 Cognitive benefit was 

demonstrated based upon improvement on the NIHTB-CB Crystallized Composite (comprised of Oral Reading 

Recognition and Picture Vocabulary tests). Benefit as assessed by visual analog caregiver rating was also 

clinically meaningful for language and daily functioning. Although the latter trial provided preliminary 

evidence of the NIHTB-CB’s sensitivity to change, few studies have evaluated its capacity to detect 

developmental changes,20 and none yet in ID. The delineation of the natural history of specific IDs is critical for 

understanding whether targeted treatments can positively alter the expected trajectory of cognitive growth for a 

neurodevelopmental disorder.  

The overarching purpose of our program of research focused on the NIHTB-CB is to evaluate its fitness 

as a battery of cognitive outcome measures for treatment studies for persons with ID. Our prior work has 

established that each NIHTB-CB test is feasible, reliable, and valid for individuals with a mental age of 5 years 

or higher; further, several of the tests show sound psychometric properties extending to mental ages as low as 3 
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years. As highlighted above, another critical criterion of measure fitness for an outcome measure is 

responsiveness—or sensitivity to true changes in functioning. Thus, the aim of the present study was to evaluate 

the capacity for the NIHTB-CB to detect change in cognitive growth in groups with ID during developmental 

periods when gains are expected.  

As the next step in evaluating the promise of the NIHTB-CB for IDs, we conducted two-year 

longitudinal assessments to evaluate the sensitivity of the battery, in comparison to the SB5, to detect expected 

cognitive growth from childhood through early adulthood. Latent change score models evaluated levels and 

growth of domain-specific cognition across development and between groups — FXS, DS, and OID. We 

expected that, although growth would be smaller and more gradual in ID than in typical development, children 

with ID would show a greater rate of cognitive growth than adolescents or adults with ID. Further, we 

hypothesized that there are distinct developmental cognitive profiles rather than a globally slow rate of growth 

across syndromes and domains. 

Methods 

Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient consents 

Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was obtained at each site prior to study initiation. Written 

consent was obtained from each guardian (or adult participant in the case of five individuals who were capable 

to give their own consent). 

Participants 

As part of a multi-site longitudinal study, eligible participants were between 6 and 25 years at Visit 1, 

with a diagnosis of ID or suspected ID. During Visit 1, ID or borderline ID criteria were based on the 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-5)21—adaptive behavior deficits 

measured by the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales-3 (Vineland-3)22 and IQ<80 on the SB5. Three groups 

were recruited: FXS (full mutation, with genetic confirmation), DS (with genetic confirmation if possible), and 
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OID (with genetic confirmation of negative fragile X mutation). A minimum mental age equivalent of 3 years 

as measured by the SB5 was required in accordance with NIHTB-CB age limits. Participants were required to 

be stable with usual treatment for at least 4 weeks prior to each visit. Recruitment sources included research 

registries, flyers at local clinics, announcements through parent support foundation websites, and mailings to 

families registered with the California Department of Developmental Services.  An additional 54 individuals 

were ineligible: 20 with IQ>79, and 34 with mental age below 3. See Hessl et al.17 and Shields et al.18 for full 

protocol, details of the NIHTB-CB, and its performance at baseline in the present ID samples. 

Measures 

The NIHTB-CB23 includes 7 tests: Flanker Inhibitory Control and Attention (FICA), Dimensional 

Change Card Sort (DCCS), List Sorting Working Memory (LSWM), Pattern Comparison Processing Speed 

(PCPS), Picture Sequence Memory (PSM), Picture Vocabulary (PV), and Oral Reading Recognition (ORR).18A 

published manual of standardized administration procedures for ID can be found at 

https://nihtoolbox.force.com/s/article/nih-toolbox-cognitive-battery-supplemental-manual.24 

The SB5, which is standardized for individuals between 2-85 years, provides an overall index of 

intellectual ability reported as the Full Scale Intelligence Quotient (FSIQ). In part due to its broad 

developmental range, the SB5 has performed well in our prior studies of ID.17,18,25 In addition to providing 

standard IQ scores, the SB5 provides change sensitive scores (CSSs).26 The CSSs indicate performance based 

on the average score at a certain age. They are criterion-referenced scores, on an equal-interval scale. The CSSs 

have a centered value of 500, which represents the average performance of a 10-year-old in the general 

population. The CSSs range from approximately 425, the average level of 2-year-olds, to 525, the average level 

of adults. This metric allows for longitudinal comparison. The CSS for FSIQ was used as the reference-standard 

measure. 
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Non-age adjusted scores were also used for Toolbox tests. For DCCS, LSWM, PCPS, PSM, PV, and 

ORR, uncorrected standard scores (USS) were used, which have a mean of 100 and SD of 15. The USSs are 

recommended for longitudinal measurement because, like the CSSs, they are not adjusted based on age-related 

growth of normative peers. For FICA and DCCS, creation of alternative scores was necessary. Many 

participants had difficulty understanding and following task demands for FICA and DCCS. In addition, these 

tests involve different phases depending on performance; it was thus difficult to compare scores longitudinally 

when participants received different phases across visits. We created prorated scores (FICA Pro and DCCS 

Pro), which incorporate accuracy with reaction time and are based on the same number and type of items. Both 

prorated scores showed strong reliability and validity. FICA Pro replaced the USS in analyses, and DCCS Pro 

was used in addition to the DCCS USS. Further details about the prorated score creation and psychometrics are 

available in eAppendix 1 in the Supplement. 

Our protocol uses mental (rather than chronological) age to select test versions.24 Prior studies showed 

that participants with ID sometimes obtain ceiling or floor scores on PSM. As this was identified mid-study, 

some participants received only a ceiling or floor score and were not given another age version for a more 

accurate assessment. For consistency, PSM analyses only include participants without a floor or ceiling score, 

who received the same test items at both visits (mental age at both visits fell within one version), or who 

received a non-floor, non-ceiling score on two versions, in alignment with a longitudinal change in mental age. 

Model specification  

 To measure developmental change in each domain, a univariate latent change score model was specified 

for each test using observed scores from Visits 1 and 2.27-30 Latent change score models are a type of structural 

equation modeling that provide estimates of change as latent variables based on two or more time points. Group 

covariates can be included to evaluate group-specific change. Change was modeled as a function of age, group, 

age*group interaction, sex, and sex*group interaction. Age was centered at three points across the sample range 
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(10, 16, and 22 years) to represent the pre-adolescent period, middle of adolescence, and early adulthood. 

Autism is a frequent comorbidity with ID and often associated with its own cognitive traits. Therefore, parent-

reported autism diagnostic status was included as an observed indicator with no regression effect on outcomes, 

as we did not hypothesize an effect of autism diagnosis. Models controlled for time between visits. Missing data 

was handled with full information maximum likelihood estimation, which is a standard recommendation to 

provide accurate parameter estimates in the presence of missing data.31 Analyses included all participants with a 

valid score, even without completion of Visit 2. For each test, the preliminary model allowed predictor variables 

to vary, other than autism diagnosis, whose effect was fixed to zero. As we hypothesized different group 

trajectories, group coefficients were free to vary. Preliminary models were modified in two steps to improve fit: 

first evaluating the effect of sex and sex*group interactions, and second evaluating age*group interactions. In 

the Supplement, eFigure 1 graphically presents a generic representation of this model, and eTable 1 gives 

further details of each model’s specification. 

Data availability statement 

 Data is available from the NIMH Data Archive (https://nda.nih.gov/) – ID C3738. 

Results 

Descriptive statistics 

 A total of 256 eligible participants were seen for Visit 1, with 197 completing retesting (Visit 2) by the 

time of the present analyses (see Table 1 for descriptive statistics of each group). Of the participants with only 

Visit 1 data, 10 discontinued before Visit 2 (5 moved away, and 5 withdrew due to scheduling difficulty or 

challenging child behaviors at the time). At analysis, 17 expected participants have not completed Visit 2; many 

of these remain interested but could not be seen due to the COVID-19 pandemic or rescheduling has not yet 

been established. An additional 54 individuals were ineligible at Visit 1 and were not included: 20 with IQ>79, 

and 34 with mental age below 3 years.  
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Data cleaning and scoring 

 Following standardized procedures developed through prior studies,17,18,24 only scores deemed valid by 

the trained examiner were used. Across visits, only 7.3% of scores were excluded; the most frequent reasons for 

exclusion were an invalid response pattern that could not be corrected by feedback, excessive prompting, and 

behavioral difficulties. Table 1 provides sample sizes by group and visit, representing only data included in 

analyses. Full details of sample size by age, group, and test are available in eTable 2 in the Supplement. 

The median time between visits was 25.92 months (IQR=24.62–28.08). Groups did not differ on age 

[F(2, 253)=1.59, p=.21] or Vineland-3 Adaptive Behavior Composite [F(2, 239)=1.37, p=.25]. However, FSIQ 

was significantly different across groups [F(2, 252)=34.28, p<.001], with higher FSIQ in OID than both DS 

[t(252)=7.87, p<.001, 95% CI: 11.67 - 21.66] and FXS [t(252)=6.13, p<.001, 95% CI: 8.36 - 18.81]. FSIQ did 

not differ between DS and FXS. 

Latent change score models 

Results from the latent change score models include means and variances for the latent intercept and 

change score at 10, 16, and 22 years. For interpretation purposes, intercepts and change scores represent points 

on the test’s scale (USS, prorated, or CSS; see Measures). Change scores reflect latent change after 2 years.  For 

tests using USSs, change scores are in the standard score metric (mean=100, SD=15), whereby a +5 change 

score corresponds to an increase of one-third SD in the normative sample (Cohen’s d=.33). For example, an age 

10 change score of 5 on PV would indicate that on average, 10-year-olds improved by 5 USS points by age 12. 

Tables 2, 3, and 4 present model parameters for OID, FXS, and DS, respectively. Results below 

highlight key change score results, significant group differences of change, and significant group differences of 

timing of growth (i.e., change as a function of age*group interactions). In eTables 3 and 4 in the Supplement, 

additional results from each model are provided for covariates regressed on change score, including coefficients 

for age, sex, interval, group, and age*group and sex*group interactions. 
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To visually illustrate developmental patterns by group, graphs were created for each domain based on 

mean change scores and intercepts (Figures 1 and 2). Graphs provide visual estimates of growth based on three 

key components: group-specific age 10 intercept, change score at 10, 16, and 22, and the regression coefficient 

of age on change score. The graphs are not representations of the complete model parameters, as a visual 

trajectory encompassing complete model parameters was not possible with only two time points. The graphing 

method can be understood in three steps. First, the Visit 1 intercept at age 10 (representing latent mean level) 

was plotted. Next, moving along the x-axis, the change score estimate was added to that intercept each two 

years. Finally, the regression coefficient of age on change score was added to each point (i.e., growth is 

generally steeper at younger ages). For the years below 10, the same process was followed in reverse using the 

age 10 change score; the change score was subtracted for each 2 years below 10, minus the coefficient of age on 

change.  

Stanford-Binet 5 

Estimated change for SB5 Full Scale CSS was significant at age 10 for all groups, with effect sizes 

ranging from .22-.40 (Cohen’s d). DS growth continued to be significant at 16 years (est=2.8, SE=0.8, p<.001). 

There was a significant effect of group on change, such that DS had significantly greater growth at age 22 than 

OID (b=3.1, SE=1.6, p=.048). 

NIHTB Fluid Composite Tests 

Flanker Inhibitory Control and Attention (FICA Pro).  Estimated growth on FICA Pro was 

significant in all groups at age 10 (Cohen’s d, .56-.84) and 16 (Cohen’s d, .28-.56), indicating improvement 

over two years of development. The DS group showed continued significant growth through age 22 (est=0.18, 

SE=0.06, p=.002, d=.56). Matching the SB5’s pattern of group comparison, at age 22, DS had greater two-year 

growth on FICA than the OID group (b=0.20, SE=0.01, p=.007). 
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Dimensional Change Card Sort (DCCS) – Cognitive Flexibility. For DCCS USS, OID and FXS had 

significant growth at age 10 (Cohen’s d, .62 and .54), and this continued to be significant at age 16 for OID 

(est=6.09, SE=3.07, p=.047, d=.27). The DS group showed no significant 2-year growth at any age point. On 

the DCCS Pro score, no group showed significant two-year change.  

List Sorting Working Memory (LSWM).  On LSWM, groups had unique growth across age. The OID 

group had significant change at age 10 (est=11.89, SE=2.53, p<.001) and 16 (est=6.78, SE=2.08, p=.001), with 

gains no longer significant by 22. For FXS, two-year growth on LSWM was significant only at age 10 

(est=8.89, SE=2.81, p=.002). The DS group, however, displayed significant growth through age 22 (10 years: 

est=7.94, SE=3.03, p<.001; 16 years: est=6.96, SE=2.11, p=.001; 22 years: est=5.97, SE=2.84, p=.036). At 22, 

DS growth on LSWM approached a significant difference compared to FXS, with DS displaying more 

improvement (b=7.30, SE=3.72, p=.05).  

Pattern Comparison Processing Speed (PCPS). Growth estimates on PCPS showed that all groups 

improved significantly at age 10 (Cohen’s d, .33-.53). Two-year growth continued to be significant at age 16 in 

FXS (d=.24) and in DS (d=.31).  

 Picture Sequence Memory (PSM) - Episodic Memory. For PSM, all groups had significant growth 

estimates at age 10 (Cohen’s d, .40-.54). At age 16, change was only significant for DS (b=4.47, SE=1.76, 

p=.011). No group had a significant change score at age 22.  

NIHTB Crystallized Composite Tests 

Picture Vocabulary (PV). For PV, all groups showed significant 2-year growth at age 10 (Cohen’s d, 

.27-.60), and growth was still significant at age 16 for OID and DS (Cohen’s d, .31 and .22). At 10 years, the 

OID group, which had a higher starting level on PV than DS (b=6.90, SE=2.37, p=.004), also had a larger 

change score than DS (b=4.38, SE=1.94, p=.024). There was a significant DS*age interaction effect on PV 

change score (b=0.53, SE=0.23, p=.021), indicating a more stable, flattened profile in DS compared to the other 
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groups. At age 22, no groups improved significantly; in fact, males with FXS had a significant negative PV 

change score at this age (b=-3.00, SE=1.38, p=.03). 

 Oral Reading Recognition Test (ORR). Change score estimates on ORR were significant in the OID 

and DS groups at age 10 (Cohen’s d, .36 and .23) as well as age 16 (Cohen’s d, .22 and .16).  The FXS group 

did not have significant two-year change at any age. There was a significant group effect on ORR change score, 

such that FXS had less change than OID at age 10 (b=-4.37, SE=1.81, p=.016), as well as age 16 (b=-3.31, 

SE=1.34, p=.014).  

Effect of sex on latent intercepts and change scores 

There was a significant effect of sex on Visit 1 intercept, with males having a lower starting level than 

females, for the SB5, PCPS, PSM, and ORRT tests. For all models including sex as a predictor of Visit 1 score 

(all tests except FICA Pro and DCCS Pro), there was a significant sex*group interaction; FXS males had a 

lower starting level than FXS females, while the other groups had no difference by sex. For the PV model, 

which included sex and sex*group as predictors of change score, these effects did not significantly predict 

change score. Detailed results for main effects of sex and sex*group interaction effects on intercepts and change 

scores are available in eAppendix 2 in the Supplement. 

Discussion 

The results of the present study demonstrate that the NIHTB-CB detects significant two-year growth in a 

variety of domains of cognition in youth with ID. As expected, these gains tended to be steeper in early school-

aged children compared to those observed in adolescence and young adulthood. However, it is important to 

emphasize that some significant gains were seen even in mid-adolescence and early adulthood (e.g., 

attention/inhibitory control in all groups; episodic memory in DS; working memory, receptive vocabulary, and 

oral reading in OID and DS; and processing speed in FXS and DS). Effect sizes of NIHTB-CB growth were 

comparable to, or exceeded, gains detected by the reference-standard measure, the SB5 Full Scale CSS. 
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Importantly, in addition to effect sizes of growth, trajectories also aligned, as group-specific patterns of NIHTB-

CB growth paralleled the SB5. For example, DS significant growth was detected by nearly all measures up to 

age 16 (FICA Pro, LSWM, PCPS, PSM, PV, and ORR), while the SB5 also detected growth to this age. 

Similarly, in FXS, timing of growth aligned with the SB5 for DCCS USS, LSWM, PSM, and PV (significant 

growth at age 10, but not 16 or 22 years). Exceptions to this parallel were the continued significant growth of 

FICA and LSWM through age 22 in DS, continued significant growth of FICA through age 16 in FXS, and the 

significant two-year decline in PV in FXS. Further, group comparisons in growth on the SB5 mirrored the FICA 

Pro—both measures detected that DS had significantly more growth in early adulthood than the OID group. 

Regarding sex differences in starting levels, results largely fit with expected lower functioning in FXS males 

compared to females.   

The present results, using only two time points, already demonstrate important growth profiles through 

young adulthood. For example, DS displays a less steep yet prolonged growth estimate on several tests (FICA 

Pro, LSWM, PV) compared to other groups. In fact, DS was the only group to have significant growth at 22 

years; on LSWM (Cohen’s d=.36) and FICA Pro (d=.56), young adults with DS show clear continued gains. 

This highlights this stage of natural cognitive maturation as a potential target for cognitive intervention in DS. 

Although the number of time points per participant is small, group comparisons of trajectories suggest 

different developmental cognitive profiles not only across syndromes but also cognitive domains, with 

comparatively slower growth in receptive vocabulary and oral reading, and more rapid growth in processing 

speed in DS; and comparatively slower growth in inhibitory control and attention, working memory, and oral 

reading in FXS. The relatively flat developmental profile of the DCCS prorated score in all groups, with no 

significant change observed over two years at any age, may reflect an especially detrimental impact of ID on the 

development of cognitive flexibility (as measured here) or possibly a lack of sensitivity to change of the DCCS 

test in this population. As mentioned earlier, DCCS involves the challenging process of learning multiple 
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matching rules as well as when to switch between rules; this task may be too complex for some participants. 

Thus, it may not be that DCCS fails to detect cognitive flexibility, but rather that the earliest aspects of 

cognitive flexibility are not tapped by the test or have not yet developed in some participants. Regarding 

repeated visits, it is also possible that different types of items administered across levels of difficulty, which can 

vary across test administrations within participants, could impact reliability and sensitivity of this test. As 

additional assessments are collected in these samples, more precise profiles of cognitive growth as measured by 

the NIHTB-CB will emerge. 

These longitudinal data and change metrics may provide useful information with which to compare 

treatment study results. For example, treatment with a phosphodiesterase-4D allosteric inhibitor over a 24-week 

period in adult patients with FXS yielded significant gains of 2.8 and 5.8 USS points in ORR and PV, 

respectively, compared to placebo.19 In the present study’s FXS sample, there were no significant gains on these 

tests during early adulthood, but at age 10, there was significant two-year growth of 4.8 points on PV for FXS 

males (and 6.5 points for FXS females). Given the high test-reliability and lack of any practice effects on these 

tests in FXS,18 the magnitude of gains observed in the active treatment group within the Berry-Kravis et al. trial 

can be better appreciated in the context of normative FXS development. The PV gains in the Berry-Kravis et al. 

treatment group of FXS adults are a striking contrast to the two-year developmental decline in PV in adulthood 

shown in the present study; in fact, the treatment group PV change was greater than the amount of change 

shown in FXS 10-year-olds across two years of development in this study.  

There are several important limitations of this study. First, developmental changes in cognition reported 

here are based on two assessments per participant spaced approximately two years apart. Additional 

assessments will improve the accuracy of these profiles and growth estimates. Participants in the lower and 

upper ranges were more difficult to recruit, and there were more assessment challenges in the youngest 

participants with significant ID. While the NIHTB-CB has lower age limits and better feasibility than many 
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alternatives, assessments valid at the lowest mental ages remain a critical need in the context of ID and clinical 

trials. Test stage differences and scoring methods are another limitation. These may induce artificially large 

increases or decreases within participants over time (DCCS and FICA), potentially magnifying or obscuring 

degree of change. If these tests are used in treatment studies, investigators need to be aware of these factors and 

consider using alternative scoring methods. Similarly, PSM utilizes different item sets (picture stories) 

according to age. Therefore, over time an individual may receive different story sequences that could reduce 

reliability and precision in measurement of change. An updated version of the NIHTB-CB is anticipated for 

2022, which introduces several new tests, includes modifications to some tests (e.g., to reduce test staging 

effects or modified scoring procedures for DCCS and FICA) and reweights scores to the 2020 U.S. Census. Of 

note, the current results may not generalize entirely to upcoming versions of the battery, and further validation 

may be needed. Regarding feasibility challenges for PCPS, Speeded Matching is a newly developed instrument 

with much better feasibility for ID, improved internal consistency, and strong correlation with other processing 

speed measures.32 Finally, groups were not ideally matched on several variables (e.g., ethnicity, race, sex), and 

some group differences could be affected by these factors. For example, comparisons in growth could 

potentially reflect aspects of autism or differences in overall IQ rather than syndrome-specific factors. 

Recruitment of fully matched participants in these ID groups is challenging, but well-matched groups are 

essential for learning about syndrome-specific profiles and how they compare to the larger population of 

persons with ID. 

Although the NIHTB-CB continues to show promise as a battery of cognitive outcomes, important 

knowledge gaps remain. Most notably, the degree to which growth in test performance represents, or perhaps 

predicts, changes in “real life” daily functioning is not yet known. In ID we might expect gains in some 

domains of adaptive behavior to follow from or track with expanded cognitive capacity. A related knowledge 

gap is: what constitutes clinically meaningful change in NIHTB-CB scores? The “meaningful change threshold” 
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refers to the level of difference in scores in a domain of interest which patients (or perhaps caregivers, in ID) 

perceive as beneficial. These are especially important considerations for understanding clinical response to 

treatment and drug approval decisions. Given that the NIHTB-CB is increasingly chosen as a primary or 

secondary outcome measure for clinical trials targeting cognition in ID conditions, the present results provide 

important new information about the battery’s utility in the field and an initial description of the natural history 

of cognitive growth based on these tests in two common syndromes, FXS and DS.  
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Table 1. Participant descriptive information      

 Other ID (n=86) Fragile X syndrome (n=78) Down syndrome (n=92) 

Race    

  American Indian/Alaska 

Native 

1.16% 1.28% 1.09% 

  Asian 2.33% 2.56% 2.17% 

  Black 13.95% 10.26% 5.43% 

  Native Hawaiian/Pacific 

Islander 

1.16% 1.28% 1.09% 

  White 54.65% 80.77% 76.09% 

   More Than One 22.09% 2.56% 10.87% 

Ethnicity (% Hispanic or 

Latino) 

29.07% 7.69% 18.48%  
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Sex (% male) 62.79% 73.08% 44.56% 

Primary caregiver 4-year 

degree 

56.98% 65.38% 65.22% 

Autism diagnosis (parent-

report) 

54.65%  

(2 unknown) 

51.28% 

 (5 unknown) 

6.52% 

 (0 unknown) 

 Mean (SD) n with valid score: Visit 1, 2 

Chronological age (years) 14.71 (5.27) 15.95 (4.93) 16.27 (5.13) 

Other ID 

Fragile X 

syndrome 

Down 

syndrome 

Vineland-3 ABC 52.62 (16.29) 50.11 (18.86) 54.63 (16.38) 

SB5 Full scale mental age 

(years) 

6.07 (1.62) 4.91 (1.38) 4.72 (1.20) 

SB5 Full scale deviation IQ 64.25 (14.34) 50.67 (15.29) 48.13 (12.68)  86, 58 78, 66 92, 69  

SB5 Full scale CSS 477.51 (12.69) 467.82 (12.70) 466.23 (10.87)  86, 58 78, 66 92, 70   

FICA incongruent prorated 0.73 (0.41) 0.56 (0.30) 0.55 (0.32) 57, 44 45,47 74, 61  
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DCCS USS 71.28 (24.79) 60.90 (20.34) 61.43 (18.98) 68, 47 42, 38 55, 51  

DCCS prorated  0.80 (0.39) 0.67 (0.31) 0.59 (0.24) 46, 40 27, 25 37, 35  

LSWM USS 67.53 (17.79) 59.78 (13.69) 52.21 (14.00) 68, 49 46, 44 58, 50  

PCPS USS 79.31 (22.86) 72.36 (18.09) 62.42 (17.86) 70, 46 58, 39 60, 49  

PSM USS 88.34 (14.19) 79.94 (12.62) 79.12 (11.82) 70, 51 50, 58 69, 68  

PV USS 71.76 (13.22) 69.37 (12.45) 64.43 (13.09) 85, 59 75, 66 89, 69  

ORR USS 78.00 (14.42) 74.27 (13.02) 73.15 (15.63) 82, 57 73, 61 87, 68 

ABC, Adaptive Behavior Composite standard score; CSS, Change Sensitive Score; FICA, Flanker Inhibitory Control and Attention; 

DCCS, Dimensional Change Card Sort; LSWM, List Sorting Working Memory; PCPS, Pattern Comparison Processing Speed; PSM, 

Picture Sequence Memory; PV, Picture Vocabulary; ORR, Oral Reading; SB5, Stanford Binet Intelligence Scales, Fifth Edition; USS, 

uncorrected standard score. 
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Table 2. Latent estimates for Visit 1 score and two-year change score in Other ID group 

 Age 10 Age 16 

 

Age 22 

Test 

Visit 1 

varianc

e  SE 

Change 

score 

varianc

e SE 

Visit 1 

intercept SE 

Change 

score  SE 

Chang

e 

effect 

sizea 

Visit 1 

intercep

t SE 

Change 

score SE 

Change 

effect 

sizea 

Visit 1 

intercep

t SE 

Change 

score SE 

Change 

effect 

sizea 

SB5 CSS 114.1 10.1 38.1 3.9 473.5 2.0 5.2*** 1.2 .40 478.9 1.7 1.6 0.9 .12 484.3  2.3 -2.0 1.3 -.15 

 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.7  0.1 0.3***  0.1 .84 0.7 0.0 0.1* 0.1 .28 0.8 0.1 0.0 0.1 .00 

DCCS 

USS 405.4 45.1 425.3 55.8 64.9 3.6 13.8***  3.7 .62 74.0 3.3 6.1* 3.1 .27 83.1 3.9 -1.6 4.2 -.07 

DCCS Pro 0.1 0.0 0.1  0.0 0.7 0.1 0.0 0.1 .00 0.8  0.1 0.0  0.0 .00 0.9  0.1 0.0  0.1 .00 

LSWM 200.2 21.4 176.4 23.3 60.9 2.6 11.9***  2.5 .71 66.6 2.4 6.8** 2.1 .41 72.4 2.7 1.7 2.6 .10 
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341.4 34.7 172.3 22.6 75.1 3.4 6.9** 2.4 .33 79.7 3.1 2.3 2.0 .11 84.4 3.6 -2.2 2.5 -.10 

152.3 15.7 158.3 19.3 88.9 2.1 5.7** 2.1 .42 89.7 2.0 2.7 1.9 .20 90.6 2.3 -0.3 2.3 -.02 

127.8 11.4 60.3  6.2 65.8  2.0 8.0***  1.6 .60 72.6 1.8 4.1** 1.4 .31 79.3  2.1 0.2  1.7 .02 

 166.7 15.1 51.4  5.5 73.8 2.4 5.3*** 1.4 .36 81.1 2.0 3.2** 1.0 .22 88.4 2.8 1.0 1.5 .07 

*p<.05; **p<.01; *** p<.001 

aCohen’s d    

 

SB5, Stanford Binet Intelligence Scales, Fifth Edition, Full Scale; FICA, Flanker Inhibitory Control and Attention; DCCS, Dimensional Change Card Sort; 

LSWM, List Sorting Working Memory; PCPS, Pattern Comparison Processing Speed; PSM, Picture Sequence Memory; PV, Picture Vocabulary; ORR, 

Oral Reading; CSS, Change Sensitive Score; Pro, prorated score; USS, uncorrected standard score. 
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Table 3. Latent estimates for Visit 1 score and two-year change score in Fragile X syndromea 

 Age 10 Age 16 Age 22 

 Males  Females  Males Females  Males Females  

Test 

Visit 1 

intercep

t SE 

Visit 1 

intercep

t SE 

Change 

score SE 

Chang

e effect 

sizeb 

Visit 1 

intercep

t SE 

Visit 1 

intercep

t SE 

Chang

e score SE 

Chang

e 

effect 

sizeb 

Visit 1 

intercep

t SE 

Visit 1 

intercept SE 

Change 

score SE 

Chang

e effect 

sizeb 

SB5 CSS 460.0 1.8  476.6 2.5 2.9** 1.0 .22 463.7 1.5 480.3 2.4 1.2 0.8 .09 467.4 1.7 484.0 2.6 -0.5 1.0 -.04 

FICA Proc 0.5 0.1  0.5 0.1 0.2* 0.1 .56 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.1* 0.1 .28 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 .28 

DCCS USS 46.2 4.4  59.5 4.7 12.0** 4.4 .54 55.3 3.8 68.6 4.4 4.2 3.6 .19 64.3 4.1 77.7 4.8 -3.5 4.2 -.16 

DCCS Proc 0.6 0.1  0.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 .30 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 .30 0.8 0.1 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.1 .30 

LSWM 45.8 3.0  61.2 3.3 8.9** 2.8 .53 51.6 2.6 67.0 3.1 3.8 2.2 .23 57.3 2.7 72.7 3.3 -1.3 2.6 -.08 

PCPS 60.8 3.4  76.4 4.3 9.6*** 2.7 .46 65.5 3.0 81.0 4.1 5.0* 2.2 .24 70.1 3.3 85.7 4.4 0.5 2.5 .02 

PSM 76.4 2.2  90.1 3.0 5.5* 2.2 .40 77.2 1.9 91.0 2.9 2.6 1.9 .19 78.1 2.2 91.8 3.1 -0.4 2.3 -.03 
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PV (male)d 59.5 1.9  –––––– 4.8** 1.5 .36 66.3 1.6 –––––– 0.9 1.2 .07 73.0 1.8 –––––– -3.0* 1.4 -.23 

PV 

(female)d –––––––  71.7 2.7 6.5** 1.9 .49 ––––––– 78.5 2.5 2.6 1.8 .20 ––––––– 85.2 2.8 -1.2 2.0 -.09 

ORR 67.6 2.2  84.6 3.0 0.9 1.2 .06 69.9 1.8 86.9 2.8 -0.1 1.0 .00 72.1 2.1 89.2 3.1 -1.2 1.2 -.08 

*p<.05; **p<.01; *** p<.001 

aLatent variances for Visit 1 and change score are provided in Table 3.  

bCohen’s d 

c
One Visit 1 intercept is provided across sexes; these models did not include FXS*sex interaction as a predictor of Visit 1 intercept. 

dSeparate change score is provided for each sex; these models included FXS*sex interaction as a predictor of change score. 

   

SB5, Stanford Binet Intelligence Scales, Fifth Edition, Full Scale; FICA, Flanker Inhibitory Control and Attention; DCCS, Dimensional Change Card Sort; 

LSWM, List Sorting Working Memory; PCPS, Pattern Comparison Processing Speed; PSM, Picture Sequence Memory; PV, Picture Vocabulary; ORR, 

Oral Reading; CSS, Change Sensitive Score; USS, uncorrected standard score.                          
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Table 4. Latent estimates for Visit 1 score and two-year change score in Down syndromea 
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 Age 10 Age 16 Age 22 

Test 

Visit 1 

Intercep

t  SE 

Change 

score  SE 

Change 

effect 

sizeb 

Visit 1 

Intercep

t SE 

Change 

score  SE 

Change 

effect 

sizeb 

Visit 1 

Intercept SE 

Change 

score  SE 

Change effect 

sizeb 

SB5 CSS 462.2 1.7 4.5*** 1.0 .34 465.9  1.4 2.8*** 0.8 .21 469.6 1.7 1.1 1.0 .08 

FICA Pro 0.5 0.1 0.3*** 0.1 .84 0.5 0.0 0.2*** 0.0 .56 0.6 0.1 0.2** 0.1 .56 

DCCS 

USS 52.9 3.8 3.2 4.8 .14 62.0 3.2 1.6 3.4 .07 71.1 3.6 0.1 4.7 .00 

DCCS Pro 0.5 0.1 0.0 0.1 .00 0.5  0.1 0.0 0.1 .00 0.6 0.1 0.0 0.1 .00 

LSWM 44.3 2.6 7.9** 3.0 .47 50.1 2.2 7.0** 2.1 .42 55.9 2.5 6.0* 2.8 .36 

PCPS 56.2 3.2 11.2*** 2.7 .53 60.8 2.9 6.6** 2.3 .31 65.5 3.2 2.1 2.6   .10   

PSM 78.8 2.1 7.4*** 2.1 .54 79.6 1.8 4.5* 1.8 .33 80.4 2.0 1.5 2.1 .11 

PV 58.9  2.0 3.6* 1.6 .27 63.8  1.5 2.9* 1.2 .22 68.6  2.1 2.2  1.7 .17 
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ORR 71.6 2.1 3.4** 1.2 .23 73.9 1.8 2.3* 1.0 .16 76.2 2.1 1.2 1.2 .08 

*p<.05; **p<.01; *** p<.001 

aLatent variances for Visit 1 and change score are provided in Table 3.  

bCohen’s d 

 

SB5, Stanford Binet Intelligence Scales, Fifth Edition, Full Scale; FICA, Flanker Inhibitory Control and Attention; DCCS, Dimensional 

Change Card Sort; LSWM, List Sorting Working Memory; PCPS, Pattern Comparison Processing Speed;  PSM, Picture Sequence Memory; 

PV, Picture Vocabulary; ORR, Oral Reading; CSS, Change Sensitive Score; USS, uncorrected standard score. 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. Mean developmental growth estimates for SB5, FICA Pro, and DCCS Pro. 

 

Note: Graphs represent approximate mean trajectories of developmental growth based on each test’s latent 

change score model. Approximate mean change is plotted by using the group-specific intercept at age 10, 

adding the group-specific change score per two years (centered at 10, 16, and 22), and adding the regression 
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outcome of age on change score. Shaded bands represent 95% confidence intervals for the change score around 

each plotted level (every two years). SB5 change sensitive scores (CSS) are a component of SB5 scoring and 

allow for precise measurement and raw comparison over time (i.e., without age-adjustment). The CSSs are 

based on a centering constant of 500, which indicates the mean performance of a 10-year-old in the general 

population (i.e., a mental age equivalent of 10 years).22 The y-axis shows mental age equivalents corresponding 

with CSSs (“years-months”). The FICA prorated score represents correct items per second in the fish portion. 

The DCCS prorated score represents correct items per second in the mixed shape and color test portion. MAE, 

mental age equivalent. 
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Figure 2. Mean developmental growth estimates for NIHTB-CB USSs. 

 

Note: Graphs represent approximate mean trajectories of developmental growth based on each test’s latent 

change score model. Approximate mean change is plotted by using the group-specific intercept at age 10, 

adding the group-specific change score per two years (centered at 10, 16, and 22), and adding the regression 

outcome of age on change score. Shaded bands represent 95% confidence intervals for the change score around 

each plotted level (every two years). The uncorrected standard scores (USS) provided by the NIHTB-CB have a 
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mean of 100 and SD of 15 in the normative sample; the USSs are not age-adjusted and thus allow for clear 

longitudinal comparison (i.e., without age-adjustment).19 
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